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Total Produce Local Market Report  // October 2021

Root out the autumnal treasures

www.totalproducelocal.co.uk

OCTOBER UPDATE

FRUIT

This month it is all about creating 
menus based around that classic 
phrase … Warm and Hearty!  

With a bastion of products available 
from an array of traditional roots on 
offer to the time-honoured and 
occasional quirky fruit coming through 
which can complement many sweet or 
savoury autumnal dishes. 
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Oranges will continue to be South 
African for a few more weeks.  These 
are not holding up so well, but the new 
season Spanish will kick in later in 
October so quality, taste and juice 
content should improve drastically.

Easy Peelers – We will see Spanish 
Satsumas creeping onto the scene and 
will improve in colour and shelf life as 
the month progresses. There are 
Nadorcotts still available from the 
Southern Hemisphere, which are great 
tasting and longer lasting but 
considerably more expensive.

VEGETABLES

October is the month for Halloween so 
Pumkins and Squashes are aplenty.  

If you already know what you need for 
Halloween, please get in contact as 
supplies are already affected by the lack 
of staff to harvest them!

European Peach and Nectarines will 
finish this month. Usually we see a gap 
of a month or so before Chilean or 
South African fruit take their place

Apples – This month sees us fully swap 
over from Southern to Northern 
hemisphere crops. French Braeburn 
have just arrived on the market.

Grapes – Greek “Dimi” brand is still 
going strong this month and Spanish 
Red grapes are in perfect condition.

UK Strawberries will continue well 
into October but Raspberries will 
switch to Spanish in the next week or 
so.  UK Blackberries are now 
finished and replaced with indoor 
grown from Holland which are very 
expensive but look fab!

Melons have now switched over to 
Brazilian across the whole range.  Great 
quality and long lasting.

Citrus – Spanish Lemons will kick 
off later this month and be in full flow 
from November.  
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UK lettuce is still available but will 
suffer from colder nights as we move 
later in to the year.  French and Spanish 
replacements will commence in a few 
weeks.

Turkish Figs will finish but Brazilian 
are ready to take their place.  Watch out 
though as prices rise considerably.

Last year Avocadoes went through a 
rough patch but this October sees 
plentiful supplies of consistent ready to 
eat varieties.
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Look Out For

SALADS
Dutch Peppers seem to be slowing 
and prices will rise.  Spanish will take 
over and become more plentiful 
through the month.

Dutch and English Tomatoes are still 
available with more Spanish appearing 
on the market as we go through the 
month.

Pumpkins
Brussels Sprouts
Squashes
Nadorcotts or Satsumas
Spanish Lemons
Piccolo Parsnips
Chantenay Carrots

Be sure to check out our website & sign up to your local depots mailing list

Pumpkin season is right on top of us 
with a wide variety of squash 
available.  Squashes, Roots and a 
plethora of Potato varieties should 
definitely be high on the agenda this 
month when penning your new 
seasonal food menus. 

Squashes have made a resurgence in 
recent years with many chefs’.  Lots of 
varieties ranging in wonderful flavours 
and vibrant colours.  Not only do they 
bring the warm hearty feeling, they also 
provide a touch of colour to your 
Autumn dish.

Piccalo Parsnips and mixed 
Chantenay Carrots have started and 
quality is great.

Tenderstem Broccoli is very popular 
at the moment and good value for 
money.  We will be moving over to 
imported Courgette, Spanish with 
some Dutch.

Brussel Sprouts are now available.

UK Runner Beans have finished and 
quickly replaced by Air freight Kenyan.

Transport logistics remains a challenge 
in the short term.   The impact of labour 
shortages throughout the supply chain 
from pickers, HGV drivers, warehouse 
and delivery staff is being felt by the 
whole industry.  With Winter just 
around the corner, as we source 
products from further afield we will 
undoubtably see an above normal 
impact on the price of products.

As with September we strongly advise 
that you order well in advance for fresh 
produce.  There will undoubtedly be 
shortfalls in supply so it will be wise to 
think ahead to avoid disappointment.

EXOTICS

If you are a fan of autumnal comforting 
food then this is your time of the year. 
With plenty of heart warming dishes to 
enjoy after a long autumnal walk with 
your cheeks having a rasping glow 
shimmering off them. 


